Episode Synopses for November 2021
Feed Date

11.04.21

11.11.21

11.18.21

11.25.21

12.02.21

Episode #

#RSR-109

Description
Starter Home Reset
Ginger and Scott Millheim bought their “starter” home twenty years ago
when they married. They’ve raised their two boys here, but always intended
to move to a bigger house in the same neighborhood. When they can’t find
anything they like as well as their current house, they decide to renovate and
make it their forever home. They struggle to live in the house during
construction, but the end result blows everyone away.

#RSR-110

Boy’s Bedroom
12 year-old Lucas is growing up and out of his current room. As a middle
schooler, he needs more room for clothes storage, as well as a place to hang
with his friends. He negotiates with his mom on a few key items and heads
into the workshop to help build a custom barn door. The bathroom also gets
a functional and run refresh, which ties in perfectly to the stylish touches in
the new bedroom.

#RSR-111

Upscale Overhaul
The Reese family is thrilled when they get a great deal on a 6,000 square foot
home in a gated community. With three active children, they decide to start
the renovation and put their current home on the market. All goes according
to plan, until they sell sooner than expected, and find themselves living in
the construction dust.

#RSR-112

Siesta Sand Castle
Mike Holderness has lived on Siesta Key his whole life and has always
admired a 1940s era property that’s just steps from the white sand beach.
When it pops up on the market, he buys it and hires a construction crew to
renovate the kitchen and main living area, as well as build a new balcony and
roof-top entertaining space. Between avoiding thunderstorms and working
in slippery sand, the team has their work cut out for them.

#RSR-113

Kid-Free Master Suite
Tat and Nicole Granata have been gradually renovating the home they share
with their four children over the course of several years. The last project is
the master suite on the second floor. Their goal is to turn the 1980s space
into a sleek, modern retreat that’s just for them. Needless to say, living in a
construction zone with four active kids proves challenging.
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